Mile High Connects (MHC) is a multi-sector collaborative ensuring the Denver region’s transit system helps people access opportunity by connecting to affordable housing, healthy environments, quality education, and good-paying jobs.

ISSUE AREAS

- Engaging Residents
- Influencing Policy
- Leveraging Resources
Identify resources and strategies to fund first and last mile connections solutions

Improve first and last mile connections in neighborhoods and job centers

Promote affordable bus and light rail fares for low-income riders, commuters and students

Ensure accessible bus routes for low-income communities

Participate in stakeholder engagement process for RTD’s fare review

Advocate for continued public process in RTD’s fare review

Develop score card for critical service routes to assist with monitoring

Activate community voice if critical routes are being cut

Commission research on funding for first and last mile connections solutions

Share completed research with community and decision-makers

Identify first and last mile connections needs in prioritized geographies

Convene stakeholders to engage in solutions around addressing needs

Affordable Housing and Community Facilities

Preserve and create affordable housing and critical community facilities near transit

Increase and align financial resources for affordable housing and community facilities

Promote adoption of an equitable regional housing strategy

Increase and align financial resources for affordable housing and community facilities near transit

Promote adoption of an equitable regional housing strategy

Business, Local Workforce and Middle-Skilled Jobs

Connect residents to good jobs in transit areas and through anchor institutions

Increase and align financial resources for commercial facilities and tenants near transit

Promote adoption of an equitable regional economic strategy

Reach residents in targeted areas to assess job needs and skills

Survey businesses in targeted areas to understand workforce needs

Engage workforce and education providers to help local residents connect to jobs

Build a comprehensive map of possible funding sources

Build a pipeline of potential deals for collective community investment

Advocate for inclusion of affordable housing in MetroVision 2040

Affordable Fares and Meaningful Service Routes

Promote affordable bus and light rail fares for low-income riders, commuters and students

Ensure accessible bus routes for low-income communities

Participate in stakeholder engagement process for RTD’s fare review

Advocate for continued public process in RTD’s fare review

Develop score card for critical service routes to assist with monitoring

Activate community voice if critical routes are being cut

Identify resources and strategies to fund first and last mile connections solutions

Improve first and last mile connections in neighborhoods and job centers

Commission research on funding for first and last mile connections solutions

Share completed research with community and decision-makers

Identify first and last mile connections needs in prioritized geographies

Convene stakeholders to engage in solutions around addressing needs

First and Last Mile Connections

Identify and promote joint development opportunities with RTD

Develop comprehensive anti-displacement strategy

Co-host City of Denver’s Regional Housing Summit

Build a comprehensive map of possible funding sources

Build a pipeline of potential deals for collective community investment

Advocate for inclusion of affordable housing in MetroVision 2040
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AccessiBle Transit

RESULTING IN:

$600,000 in directed grants invested in 14 local nonprofits

$180,000 in responsive grants invested in 14 local nonprofits

100 jobs supported in new community facilities near station area

15 residents newly employed in developing station area

4 development opportunities near transit receive new investment

1 local ordinance updated to strengthen ability to preserve affordable housing

EQUITABLE TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

100 organizations advocating for affordable bus and light rail fares

7 existing housing developments prioritized to retain affordability

1 regional plan prioritizing affordable housing, health and economic vitality

RESULTING IN:
While our policy focus and partners work across the region, in 2015, Mile High Connects will focus its place-based work in these geographies.